
Rules & Regulation
ACER PREDATOR LEAGUE 2022

PUBG

This document outlines the rules and regulations pertaining to the “ACER PREDATOR LEAGUE

2022 INDIA”, a “PUBG” tournament hosted by the Acer India. Failing to adhere to these rules and

regulations may result in disqualification and/or other penalization as determined by (including as

may be set forth in these rules and regulations). Please note that Acer India Management and the

Tournament Officials have the authority to make final decisions that are not specifically delineated

in these rules and regulations to preserve fair play and sportsmanship at its sole discretion.



Format

Registration

Teams must register on Acer Predator League India official website with all the necessary

information. Registration for the Indian Qualifiers will end on 5th Aug 2022 and Bracket and

Schedule will be released on 6th Aug 2022.

Open Qualifiers

Entire open qualifiers will be played between 7th Aug 2022 To 13th Aug 2022 respectively and it
will be played in a single elimination format and all the matches will be played in BO3 series. Each
team will have to play multiple rounds on above said dates till the top 32 teams qualify to the
Semi-Finals.

Semi-Finals

Semi-Finals will be played on 18th Aug 2022 and 19th Aug 2022 and all the matches are BO3 series
and will be live streamed in Acer Predator League Official Channel.

Grand Finals

Finals will be held in LAN where top 16 teams from Semi-Finals will travel and compete in the BO5

series to win the ultimate prize.

In-Game Settings

Every match in the Competition will use Esports Mode with the Default Settings Preset. All settings

shall remain default unless explicitly stated below. Administration reserves the right to make

changes to InGame Settings for any reason at any time. Administration may make temporary

adjustments to In-Game Settings in order to help mitigate the impact of any in-game bug.

Game Settings

Map  - Erangle,Miramar

Perspective - FPP

Players - 64

Players per team - 4

Weather - Sunny



Erangel Settings

ERANGLE : BLUE ZONE SETTINGS

Delay Wait Move DPS Shrink Spread Land Ratio

Phase 1 90 240 270 0.6 0.35 0.5 0

Phase 2 90 120 0.8 0.55 0.56 0

Phase 3 60 120 1 0.6 0.56 0

Phase 4 60 120 3 0.6 0.56 1

Phase 5 60 120 5 0.65 0.56 0

Phase 6 60 120 8 0.65 0.56 0

Phase 7 60 90 10 0.65 0.56 0

Phase 8 60 60 14 0.7 0.56 1

Phase 9 10 160 18 0.001 10 0

ERANGLE : ITEM SPAWNS

Ammunitions

Ammunitions 1

12 gauge 1

.45 ACP 1

5.56mm 1

762mm 1

9mm 1



Bolt 0

Flare 0

Weapons

Sniper Rifles 1.65

Kar98K 1

Mosin Nagant 1

M24 1

DMRS

Mini14 1

SKS 1

VSS 1

SLR 1

QBU 1

Assault Rifles 1.3

AKM 1

G36C 1

M416 1

M16A4 1

Beryl M762 1

Mk47 Mutant 1

SCAR-L 1

QBZ 1

Hunting Rifles 0

Win94 1



LMGs 0.5

DP-28 1

M249 1

SMGs 2

Bizon 1

Tommy Gun 1

UMP45 1

Micro UZI 1

Vector 1

MP5K 1

Shotguns 1

S686 1

S12K 1

S1897 1

DBS 0.5

Handguns 0.45

Deagle 1

P18C 1

P1911 1

P92 1

R1895 1

R45 1

Sawed Off 1

Skorpion 1



Throwables 1.4

Flash Bang 1.1

Frag Grenade 0.7

Molotov cocktail 1.1

Smoke Grenade 1.1

SpikeTrap 0

Sticky Bomb 0

C4 0

Melee Weapons 1.65

Crowbar 1

Machete 1

Pan 1

Sickle 1

Crossbow 0

Flare Gun 0

Launcher 0

Panzerfaust 0



Miramar Settings

Miramar Settings: Blue Zone

Delay Wait Move DPS Shrink Spread Land Ratio

Phase 1 90 240 270 0.6 0.35 0.5 0

Phase 2 90 120 0.8 0.55 0.56 0

Phase 3 60 120 1 0.6 0.56 0

Phase 4 60 120 3 0.6 0.56 1

Phase 5 60 120 5 0.65 0.56 0

Phase 6 60 120 8 0.65 0.56 0

Phase 7 60 90 10 0.65 0.56 0

Phase 8 60 60 14 0.7 0.56 1

Phase 9 10 160 18 0.001 10 0

Mirama : ITEM SPAWNS

Ammunitions

Ammunitions 1

12 gauge 1

.45 ACP 1

5.56mm 1

762mm 1

9mm 1

Bolt 0



Flare 0

Weapons

Sniper Rifles 2.45

Kar98K 1

Mosin Nagant 1

M24 1

DMRs 2.45

Mini14 0.95

SKS 1.05

VSS 0.05

SLR 0.05

QBU 1

Assault Rifles 1.3

AKM 0.95

G36C 1

M416 1.05

M16A4 0.95

Beryl M762 1.05

Mk47 Mutant 1

SCAR-L 1.05

QBZ 1

Hunting Rifles 0.65

Win94 1

LMGs 0.4



DP-28 1

M249 1

SMGs 0.85

Bizon 0

Tommy Gun 1

UMP45 1

Micro UZI 0.95

Vector 1.05

MP5K 0

Shotguns 1

S686 1

S12K 1

S1897 1

DBS 0.4

Handguns 0.55

Deagle 1

P18C 1

P1911 1

P92 1

R1895 1

R45 1

Sawed Off 1

Skorpion 1

Throwables 1.1



Flash Bang 1.3

Frag Grenade 0.55

Molotov cocktail 1.4

Smoke Grenade 1

SpikeTrap 0

Sticky Bomb 0

C4 0

Melee Weapons 1.85

Crowbar 1

Machete 1

Pan 1

Sickle 1

Crossbow 0

Flare Gun 0

Launcher 0

Panzerfaust 0

Scoring System

Kill Points

Kill Points are awarded to Teams based on the total number of kills a team secures during each

match. A Team will earn (1) Kill Point per Kill.



Placement Points

Placement Points are awarded to Teams based on their positions at the end of each Match. Teams

will secure Rank Points based on the following:

Rank Points

1 10

2 6

3 5

4 4

5 3

6 2

7 1

8 1

9 - 16 0

Match Points

A Team’s Match Points is calculated by adding their Kill Points and Rank Points.

Total Points

A Team’s Total Points is the sum of all Match Points accumulated during a set period of time

Tie Breaker Rules

Match point

1) The ranking for a match is given based on the match point earned in the match (Placement

Points + kill point).

2) In the event of a tie after applying rule 1, a team that survived longer in the match will earn

a higher ranking.

Accumulated point



1) The final ranking is given based on the accumulated match points (Placement Points + kill

point).

2) In the event of a tie after applying rule 1, a team that has the higher accumulated

Placement Points excluding accumulated kill points of all matches will earn a higher

ranking.

3) In the event of a tie after applying rule 2, a team that has the higher match point

(Placement Points + kill point) in the last match will earn a higher ranking.

4) In the event of a tie after applying rule 3, a team that has a higher survival ranking i n the

last match will earn a higher ranking.

5) In the event of a tie after applying rule 4, a team that has higher accumulated damage in

the last will earn a higher ranking

Minimum Requirements

A player must be registered in ACER PREDATOR LEAGUE website with all the required details i.e.

Email, Mobile No. & PUBG In-Game Name.

Participants must join our discord channel which is mentioned in the event page.

Player Profile picture or Player name shouldn’t Contain:

● Racist Image or text.

● Irrelevant Image or text.

● Trademarked and copyrighted images.

A registered member must keep checking emails, discord channel, and updates on the ACER

PREDATOR LEAGUE website to see new updates on the tournament.

Registered Players must make sure to show up on the game day as per the schedule and play the

game.

Registering in this tournament is the undeniable confirmation that you have accepted all the rules

which are mentioned in this document.



Players are not allowed to change their PUBG IGN during the course of the tournament.

Each participating team must have a minimum of 4 (Four) members in their respective team

profile on the website. Teams may have 1 extra player as a stand-in.

Game play Rules

Players will have at least 10 minutes before the start of the match and 10 minutes between each
game of the match to set up and ensure their peripherals are working as desired.

With one (1) minute of pre-game remaining, the admin will notify the Teams that the game will be
beginning shortly and be prepared to start. No warm-up or practice games are permitted once the
match’s first game has begun.

If a player disconnects from an ongoing round/game the game will not be restarted, they will be
allowed to rejoin the game and if the player fails to rejoin the game before the beginning of the
map the match will be continued on sole discretion of the admin.

If a tournament official (i.e., Administrators/Observers) disconnects from a game the game will not
be restarted, but if all Players remain in the game, the round must be completed.

Only game-related chat is allowed during live gameplay.

Players are required to take screenshots of end of match results and submit it to their respective
admin when requested.

Players are not allowed to use Wallhack, aim assistance or any other third-party tools which
provide unfair advantage. If found, the entire team of said player will be disqualified from the
tournament and Acer Management and Tournament Officials reserves the right to forfeit any
prizes or rewards won by such players.

Players are not allowed to intentionally use/abuse any known or unknown in-game bugs to their
advantage and if they notice any such kind of bugs are expected to report it to respected admins
without fail. Failing to adhere to this rule will result in disqualification of the entire team.

Every member of the team is expected to join the tournament official discord channel and use
voice chat assigned to the team to communicate with the teammates during their respective
matches.



General Rules

Any person or individual who has been banned by the publisher of the game “PUBG” will not be
permitted to compete or participate in the tournament or in any qualifying event for the
tournament (including, without limitation, any qualifiers) as a Player. Any Player who is or
becomes a “PUBG” Banned Person will be immediately disqualified from participation in the
tournament. Any Team on which a PUBG Banned Person has played or otherwise competed,
during the period starting with the qualifier and ending with the end of the tournament, will be
immediately banned from the tournament (such Team, a “Banned Team”) and shall forfeit any
tournament benefits or amounts (e.g., prize payouts, etc.) otherwise payable to such Banned
Team. For the avoidance of doubt, any tournament benefits or amounts awarded to, due to, or
won by a PUBG Banned Person or a Banned Team will be forfeited or, if applicable, refunded in
full. No Player from a Banned Team (i.e., non-PUBG Banned Persons on such Team) will be eligible
or permitted to compete in the tournament with any other Team.

Players/Teams that are disqualified prior to the start of a game will not be allowed to play in the
game. Players/ Teams that are disqualified during a game must disconnect from the game.
Players/Teams that are disqualified will not receive any benefits (prize, etc.) for their ranking in the
tournament. Such Players/Teams may also be subject to a ban from a future tournament(s).

Teams must have at least three (3) registered players present in the lobby to start a game. A Team
will forfeit the game if it does not have at least three (3) Players present by two(2) minutes prior to
a match’s scheduled start time.

In order to dispute game results, Players must write an email id mentioned in contact us, with
relevant information like match id, match scheduled date and time, teams playing, screenshots or
video recordings of such disputes.

Acer India has permission to use Team logos, Player pictures and videos for use on live-streaming,
television broadcasts of Acer Predator League and related events, online use, including but not
limited to, social media posts and videos, and for the advertising/promotion of the Acers online
broadcasts, (e.g., institutional promotion), and in connection therewith, Acers corporate partners
and sponsors.

Each Team and Player will be required to use its official account which was registered in the
tournament website (or create one prior to the commencement of tournament play).

Acer India management and Tournament Officials have the final ruling on all tournament matters.



Foul Rules

Players and Team representatives may not abuse a tournament official. Abuse of a tournament

official includes, but is not limited to, the use of vulgar language directed at a tournament official,

the use of insulting words or gestures directed at a tournament official, and excessive argument

with a tournament official that results in the delay of a match.

Players and Team Representatives may not engage in any other conduct that, at the discretion of

tournament officials, violates the spirit of these rules, affects the ability of tournament officials to

conduct a fair and safe competition, and/or is detrimental to Acer India and/or its partners.

Additional Rules

Players/Teams are expected to put forth their best effort in all games. Players/Teams may not

intentionally forfeit a game or conspire to manipulate rankings or brackets.

Players, coaches, Team staff and/or managers, and other Team or Player representatives, shall not

participate in or otherwise be involved with, either directly or indirectly, any fantasy sports,

betting or gambling that uses tournament stats or results or that is otherwise related to Predator

League in any way, and shall not associate with bettors or gamblers, or provide anyone any

information that may assist betting or gambling. Any betting or gambling by a Player, coach, Team

staff and/or manager, or other Team or Player representative against his/her own Team’s/Player’s

matches will result in immediate disqualification of the entire Team and, at the discretion of Acer

India Management or Tournament Officials.

Players &Team representatives are expected to treat all members of Acer India staff, Tournament

Officials, and sponsors, with respect. Public discussions of avoiding, and agreements to avoid, the

use of non-prohibited (by these rules) abilities, items, weapons, or strategies are prohibited. Public

statements made about private information, unofficial roster changes, and disparaging remarks

made about Acer India or its partners are prohibited.

“Tournament officials” refers to the following: all Referees and Administrators, any Tournament

Directors



Penalties

Violations of any of the additional rules may result in a forfeit of the current match and/or all

future matches in the tournament (disqualified).

Tournament officials may issue a foul, technical foul, or disqualify a Player/Team for acts of

misconduct not listed in the conduct rules to preserve fair play and sportsmanship in Acer India

management’s sole discretion.

Legal Matters

Match fixing is defined as an attempt to arrange or influence, in advance, the outcome of a match,
or events within the match, usually for the purpose of making money, often from betting.
Participants, directly or indirectly, are not allowed to accept from, or offer to, any person or entity
(whether they are participants or otherwise) any bribes/gifts/rewards of any nature in relation to
seeking to influence the outcome, result of, conduct of, a match or the competition. Participants
are under a strict obligation to immediately report to a tournament official any approach, or any
offer of a bribe/gift/ reward made to them, or any other participant, related to seeking to
influence the outcome, result, or conduct of a match or the competition.

Any form of cheating and/or ghosting is strictly forbidden and may lead to immediate
disqualification and previous matches may also be reviewed. Tournament officials may opt to
deduct further points and/or disqualify the Team from the league entirely. The Team may also lose
any seeding for future tournaments.

Team Agreements: Each Team and its Players remain subject to all of the terms and conditions
contained in the Team Agreement, and any conflict between these rules and regulations and the
Team Agreement shall be resolved in favor of the Team Agreement (unless expressly stated
otherwise in the Team Agreement).

Spirit of the Rules. Finality of all decisions regarding the interpretation of these rules, Player and
Team eligibility, scheduling and staging for the tournament and related events, and penalties for
misconduct, lie solely with Acer India management, the decisions of which are final.


